
COVID-19 Government property 
workplace guidance
The overriding consideration for managing workplaces is a focus on the health, 
safety and well-being of workers and people accessing the workplace. 

Latest updated 27 March 2023 

This guidance is provided to assist agencies with property workplace matters, focussing primarily on government offices, as 
a result of a COVID-19 Public Health response. 

It has been developed with support from Te Kawa Mataaho Public Services Commission, Government Health and Safety 

Lead and Building System Performance (a branch within the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment). 

Latest information on the public health response 

Unite against COVID-19 website provides comprehensive information and requirements on all aspects of the public health 

response, as determined by the Government. 

Unite against COVID-19 | covid19.govt.nz 

Business Govt NZ is government’s central resource for COVID-19 business information with updates about COVID-19 and 

guidance to help businesses. 

COVID-19 — business.govt.nz 

Te Kawa Mataaho Public Service Commission provides specific public service/sector guidance, as determined by the Public 
Service Commissioner. It is based on current and immediately foreseeable COVID-19 context and will be reviewed and 
updated as changes to circumstances require. 

Public Sector Workforce Guidance for the Post-Winter COVID-19 Response - Te Kawa Mataaho Public Service Commission 

Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 (HSWA) 

Under the HSWA, agencies as Persons Conducting a Business or Undertaking (PCBUs) are required to take all reasonable 

steps to provide a safe working environment.  

Agencies should conduct their own Health and Safety (H&S) Risk assessments and engage with unions/representatives and 

workers to identify the most appropriate controls and public health and social measures across their different work sites 

and operations, and meet the overlapping duties to consult, cooperate and coordinate with other PCBUs.  

These assessments, along with Business Continuity Plans (BCPs) should be regularly reviewed to cover developing scenarios 

of the public health response. 

The COVID-19 Protection Framework (CPF or traffic lights) ended from 13 September 2022, with most COVID-19 rules 
removed. However, agencies health and safety risk assessments may identify work sites or operations where measures 
are necessary.  

https://covid19.govt.nz/
https://www.business.govt.nz/covid-19/
https://www.publicservice.govt.nz/guidance/guidance-public-service-workforce-guidance-for-the-covid-19-protection-framework/
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Preparing for changes in the workplace 

Restrictions and settings can vary, as directed by the Government. Agencies should familiarise themselves with the latest 

information to identify and be clear on requirements for public health or social measures and adapt as necessary. 

Consideration should include (not limited to): 

• undertaking a health and safety risk assessment,

• the process of transition as restrictions or measures change,

• the impact (immediate and ongoing) on people,

• engagement with workers, unions and co-location partners,

• whether physical changes are needed to the workplace, and

• whether policy or procedural changes are required.

Getting the workplace ready can be a big task and it can be an unsettling time for many people.  Where possible, agencies 

should ensure adequate planning and preparation has taken place, and clearly communicate what to expect and what is 

expected of people accessing the workplace. 

We recommend, where practicable and as required, your health, safety and wellbeing team conduct a walkthrough to 

ensure the workplace is ready for people to return to the workplace. 

Distancing and masks in the workplace 

Masks and distancing are one part of keeping safe and protecting others, along with good hygiene practice, staying home 

when sick and getting tested and vaccinations. 

DISTANCING 

• It is important that distancing is adhered to, where it is required in the workplace.

• The physical workplace needs to provide sufficient space to maintain the required distance.

• Distancing may result in the need for reduced occupancy or capacity of certain areas, i.e. lifts.

• H&S risk assessments should include impacts on reduced capacity, i.e. wait times for lifts.

• See Physical changes to the workplace section of this document for more considerations.

MASKS 

• It is important that masks wearing is adhered to, when required.

• Agencies must provide these in circumstances where they are required in the workplace.

• Workers may choose to wear a mask in the workplace even if not required. Agencies should support this and respect

individual choice and circumstances.

• H&S risk assessments should include impacts on those who may be tasked with enforcing the wearing of masks, ie 

potentially increased aggressive behaviour towards frontline/reception staff.

The NZ Government Procurement All-of Government (AoG) office supplies contract has a range of personal protective 

equipment (PPE) (gloves, masks, hand sanitiser, etc.) and cleaning and hygiene products, suitable for the general office 

environment. For more information on the contract, refer here. 

COVID-19 case/s in the workplace 

Agencies health and safety risk assessments should include processes and procedures for managing situations where a 

person may have been in the workplace whilst infectious. This should include the health, safety and wellbeing of the 

individual, as well as the potential risk and mitigation controls to keep workers safe, including identifying close contacts and 

cleaning requirements. 

Business.govt.nz provides guidance for workplaces that have a case of COVID-19, as well as general advice on isolating and 

testing. 

What to do if you have a COVID-19 case at your business — business.govt.nz 

https://www.procurement.govt.nz/contracts/office-supplies/
https://www.business.govt.nz/covid-19/covid-19-cases-at-your-business
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NZ COVID Tracer QR codes and record keeping 

Government may require NZ COVID Tracer QR codes to be displayed, and to have an alternative system for people who do 

not use the NZ COVID Tracer app, to support record keeping and contract tracing.  

• Agencies should display a specific QR code for each site and consider whether specific codes for each floor are 

required.

• Ensure agency standard security protocols continue, with visitors registering on arrival.

• If individual security access cards are used, this is a good time to remind workers that it is a standard security

requirement that they must individually swipe into lifts, through doors, and not tail gate.

It is important that any record keeping controls in place to enable contact tracing, protects the privacy and safety of 

individuals. Do not leave paper-based records out in the open where others can see the information.  

The Office of the Privacy Commissioner has practical guidance that will help you protect peoples’ privacy when using 

alternative contact recording methods, refer here. 

PLACEMENT OF QR CODE POSTERS 

• QR code posters should be displayed in a prominent place at or near main entrances.

• Placing QR code posters in a number of locations as people enter the site through lobby or reception (and in lifts, entry

to floors etc.) helps to not create an obstacle by reducing people congregating. This supports distancing requirements 

to be met as well as reduces any security risk.

• Posters must be in easy reach and accessible, ie away from high glare areas, positioned at various heights, size and 

angle of poster, and consider those that may be less able to reach over or around objects.

For more information on contact tracing refer to Unite against COVID-19 | covid19.govt.nz 

Physical changes to the workplace 

Various measures, such as distancing, mask wearing, signage, reduced occupancy and capacity limitations, may be 

necessary to ensure requirements can be met, and health and safety is able to be managed. 

CONSIDER HOW EACH SPACE IS USED AND WHAT CHANGES ARE REQUIRED 

Think about each different workspace, the way each space is used, and what controls are likely to be the most effective and 

appropriate.   

• Workers must be able to maintain distancing in the workplace, when required.

• Physical barriers or screens may be needed (ie reception and public facing areas). In other areas floor markers, signage 

or similar measures may be appropriate.

• Regular communications should be used to reinforce the importance of measures.

• Different types of areas include:

o Congregation spaces - kitchens, meeting rooms and utility areas

o Narrow or circulation spaces - lifts, hallways, stairwells, entrance ways, and bathrooms

o Public areas - building entrance, lobbies and reception areas

o Work areas - differ according to the type of work being undertaken.

MANAGING NARROW SPACES IE LIFTS, STAIRWELLS, CIRCULATION SPACE, KITCHENS ETC. 

Consider any additional measures that may be needed. 

• Capacity limits in lifts, meeting rooms, kitchens etc.

• Directional movement, for example in stairwells (specifying upwards and downwards only) and throughout the floor in 

tight circulation areas, to control flow in one direction.

• Whether wearing masks may also be needed ie, in stairwells, lifts, bathrooms, kitchens.

• Where lifts have a lift calling panel and where possible, it is recommended that these are programmed to control the 

numbers allowed within the lift. Messaging should remind workers to be courteous to those who may have been 

waiting longer for a lift.

• Signage and floor markers in lifts provide a visual reminder of requirements.

https://www.privacy.org.nz/resources-2/privacy-and-covid-19/
https://covid19.govt.nz/
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REVIEW AND IMPLEMENT ANY PHYSICAL CHANGES TO THE WORKPLACE 

• Keep a record of all measures across each site and areas within those sites.

• Ensure clear communication and signage to ensure workers are aware of changes and expectations.

• Consider deploying individual equipment such as wireless keyboard and mouse to minimise sharing of hard-to-clean 

equipment.

• Ensure workplaces are adequately and appropriately equipped with hand hygiene facilities and cleaning materials for

self-sanitisation of high-touch work surfaces, equipment and facilities.

• Visible signage ie, one-directional use of stairwell, distancing, capacity limit in lifts, collaboration spaces and meeting 

rooms etc. These are an important reminder to workers and visitors of the controls in place and what is expected of

them.

For downloadable posters and signage, refer to Unite against COVID-19 | covid19.govt.nz 

General cleaning practices 

Cleaning of surfaces is only one part of keeping safe and protecting others, along with good hygiene practice, wearing 

masks, staying home when sick and distancing. However, additional cleaning practices may need to be considered. 

SCOPE AND FREQUENCY OF CLEANING 

• Consider whether more frequent cleaning is required, for example:

o individual workpoints and workstations

o common areas, such as kitchens, bathrooms and meeting rooms

o high contact areas, such as door handles, tables, handrails and photocopier touchpads

• This may mean you need to ensure that:

o workers are cleaning workstations and work settings, before and after use.

o cleaning contractors are regularly cleaning the common areas and high contact areas, and that they are cleaning 

surfaces with a suitable cleaner and/or disinfectant and following the manufacturer’s instructions for use.

o rubbish bins (kitchen, café, bathroom etc.) are lined to make it easy to empty and reduce cleaners’ exposure to

rubbish (particularly with discarded masks).

• Consider providing rubbish bins specifically for disposing of masks in public areas and in the working area.

• Establishing and enforcing a clear desk policy and expectation that workers clean before and after use (ie 

workstations, meeting room tables or collaboration tables).

MAKE CLEANING PRODUCTS READILY AVAILABLE TO WORKERS 

• Consider providing paper towels as well as hand dryers. This allows people to turn off taps and open doors with a hand 

towel, should they wish.

• Locate hand sanitiser stations at all entry points to the building and floors.

• Make alcohol-based cleaning wipes or suitable cleaning products and disposable cloths available in multiple locations.

For example, within utility bays and near personal lockers or tambours.

• Reinforce the expectation of workers cleaning before and after use (ie workstations, meeting room tables or

collaboration tables).

• Consider longer term installation of hand sanitiser and workspace cleaning stations.

Evacuation procedures 

The main priority in an emergency is the evacuation of the premises.  

There are some factors which could be considered to make reasonable efforts to meet public health measures during 

emergency evacuation, without compromising the priority of safely evacuating the premises.  

• Remind workers that directional stairwell requirements do not apply during an evacuation.

• Consider whether it is appropriate to encourage people to wear masks as soon as they start to exit the building, if they

have them on their person at the time of the fire alarm sounding.  No-one should return to retrieve these, as is the 

expectation that people do not return to collect belongings.

https://covid19.govt.nz/
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• Consider maintaining distance in the evacuation assembly area, provided it is clear that this should not slow the 

priority of people evacuating the premises.

• Consider if you can safely meet any requirements on re-entry following evacuation (ie reduced lift capacity). This may

include fire wardens or security helping to manage the flow into the building, lobby and lifts.

• Ensure there is adequate provision of floor wardens and first aiders available, given that people are working from

home more often. New floor wardens may need to be assigned, when occupancy is reduced.

• Consider whether it is appropriate to test additional measures during fire drills to ensure they do not impact the 

priority or safety of occupants evacuating the building.

Visitors, contractors and suppliers to your workplace 

• Determine whether any clarification or amendment is needed to contractor and supplier arrangements, including 

leases and sub-leases to reflect your workplace arrangements.

• Ensure clear messaging is given to those accessing your workplace so they know what to expect and what is expected 

of them.

• Where visitor sign-in systems are used, consider including messaging (ie staying away if sick, specific workplace 

protocols etc.), like Emergency Evacuation messaging.

• Identify and communicate expectations to all contractors, suppliers and others who may require regular access to the 

site (particularly when access restrictions are in place).

• Engage directly with service providers to ensure new service levels (ie cleaning services) are clarified, understood and 

documented.

• Consider what additional supplies or equipment may be required, eg cleaning and sanitising (products and services),

PPE (where appropriate), waste disposal services, mail, couriers and deliveries.

Keeping workplaces well ventilated 

It is always important to ensure that building systems (ie water, ventilation, heating and air conditioning system (HVAC)) 
are well maintained and maximised to reduce the risk of airborne pathogens spreading. 

Agencies should expect that their landlords are keeping the building systems well maintained, sharing reports and 
outcomes of risk assessments, inspections and maintenance (ie monitoring of air quality, where applicable). Where 
landlords have not undertaken a risk assessment, agencies may request that these be undertaken. 

Business.govt.nz provides general guidance on taking steps to improve ventilation, including links to documents, tools, 
resources and external sources (such as Building System Performance (a branch of Ministry of Business Innovation and 
Employment (MBIE) and Ministry of Education). 

Keep your workplace well ventilated — business.govt.nz 

Managing Building Warrants of Fitness (BWoF) 

Building System Performance provide guidance on measures to give assurance that the specified systems are performing as 

required, and provide information about missed inspection, maintenance and reporting (IMR) procedures. 

Inspection and maintenance of specified systems | building.govt.nz 

New practices and procedures reviewed and monitored 

• As measures change, a process to review, agree and adapt to further changes should be in place.

• Amend procedures and provide clear communication of changes, in particular, where workers are required to work 

across sites where different restrictions, or public health measures may apply.

• Consider the potential secondary impacts of COVID-19 (not only risk of exposure) and if the way you currently manage 

these risks may need to change.  Examples of secondary impacts could include impacts on mental health, working from

home, fatigue, and potentially increased aggressive behaviour towards frontline/reception staff.

https://www.business.govt.nz/covid-19/keep-your-workplace-well-ventilated/
https://www.building.govt.nz/covid-19/inspection-and-maintenance-of-specified-systems/
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Multi-tenant and co-location premises 

As government agencies do not always occupy an entire building, it is important to engage with other tenants. They may be 

other government agencies, private sector, and retail or co-location partners. 

• Under a co-location agreement, agencies are expected to work in partnership with the lead agency, facilitating 

discussions to determine appropriate and consistent measures for those accessing the shared workplace.

• Ensure that you are engaging and co-ordinating with the landlord or other tenants to determine appropriate measures 

that work for all people within the building.

• Establish regular communication channels between all parties. It may be worthwhile establishing a building working 

group. Consider if this will benefit ongoing BCPs.

• Large agencies with more mature property functions should consider their capacity to assist smaller agencies. This may

include supporting conversations with landlords or providing advice on how to apply public health measures to their

workplace.

Looking longer-term 

For many organisations, continuity planning has focussed on natural disasters (ie seismic) and ICT outages. It can take a few 

iterations of implementation to refine and ensure most scenarios are covered.   

Many agencies have quickly implemented mobile ICT capability and have a better understanding and implementation of 

remote working in the response to COVID-19.  

• Review continuity planning to align with experiences from the Public Health response and reflect agency adaptability.

Considerations may include:

o Engaging with other government agencies; either within their sector, other tenants, and checking dependencies 

with other agencies or those with similar functions that could be leaned on or who you can support or provide 

assistance to.

o Exploring opportunities to support and enable a flexible workplace (taking a holistic view of flexible-by-default

policy and flexible environments).

o Establishing a building working group, to keep connected with other tenants.

• Update existing health and safety risks, policies and procedures (including incident response, incident reporting and 

emergency management) to reflect changes.

FLEXIBLE WORKING ARRANGEMENTS 

Arrangements for public servants over the COVID-19 response phase are about saving lives and stopping the transmission 

of COVID-19. It was not about flexible working. However, many agencies will have experienced working remotely when all 

employees were required to do so. 

Te Kawa Mataaho has developed a resource for agencies developing their approach to flexible working to suit agencies, 

their worker’s roles, and for their teams and employees. 

Guidance: Flexible-Work-by-Default - Te Kawa Mataaho Public Service Commission 

https://www.publicservice.govt.nz/guidance/guidance-flexible-work-by-default-guidance-and-resources/



